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Figure 1.3 — Differential rotation and the solar dynamo. (a) Helioseismically deter-
mined differential rotation profile for the Sun, showing the best determination to date
of the internal angular velocity Ω profile (Thompson 2009), with fast (red) equator and
slow (blue) poles. Two layers of radial shear are prominently visible, one near the sur-
face and one at the interface between the convection zone and the radiative interior.
This deeper layer, the tachocline, may be the seat of the global solar dynamo. (b) Sketch
of processes likely at work in the solar dynamo. In interface dynamo models, magnetic
fields in the convection zone are wound up by helical convective flows (1) and pumped
downwards into the tachocline by the compressible convection (2). There the field is
organized and stretched into global-scale structures (3) which may become buoyantly
unstable and rise to emerge at the surface as sunspots (4). As they transit the convection
zone, the magnetic tubes are influenced by rotation and some of the field is shredded
by convection, closing the loop back to (1). Meridional circulations may additionally
contribute to the transport of field down to the tachocline.

itself (Parker 1975). In the now prevalent “interface dynamo” model, solar magnetic

fields are partly generated in the convection zone by helical convection, then trans-

ported downward into the tachocline where they are organized and amplified by the

shear. Ultimately the fields may become unstable and rise to the surface. This model

is illustrated in Figure 1.3b.

In the interface dynamo model, magnetic fields are amplified by turbulent flows

throughout the convection zone. This “magnetic chaff” is pumped downwards into the

tachocline by asymmetries in the compressible convection, which generally has fast and

narrow downflows and slower and broader upflows. In the tachocline, the fluctuating

magnetic fields are stored and gradually stretched out by the differential rotation into

global-scale coherent sheets of magnetism. These magnetic sheets become strong enough

(Mike Thompson)
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Properties of deep solar convection
  (CZ depth of 200 Mm or 0.3Rsol)

Re ~ 1015   E ~ 10-15  Pr ~ 10-5   Pm ~ 10-2

Ro ~ 1 (or maybe small!)

Inside the Sun



Stratified convection: flows

Low Mach number High Mach number

Ma ⇠ 10�4 Ma ⇠ 1
2-D simulations with 3 density scale heights of stratification.  Fully compressible 
equations.  Top plots are comparable to typical Rayleigh numbers in global scale 
simulations, while bottom plots are 1-2 orders of magnitude past state of the art. 
Flows behave very similarly at high and low Mach.

(Anders & Brown 2017 PRF & Arxiv)



Stratified convection: flows and rotation

(Thanks Katie Manduca!  
Manduca et al in prep)
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Slowly rotating 
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Same low Mach number, 
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How do flows change with rotation?

suggested reading: Anders & Brown 2017 PRF; on Arxiv

In non rotating flows, high and low Mach flows behave similarly. 
What about when rotation is added?  

To answer: 

• 3-D visualization of flow fields, visual characterization of flow structures. 

• compare measured heat transport in rotating flows to measured heat 
transport in non-rotating flows.  Determine: are scalings the same? 

Scope: semester long project.  Data analysis and 3-d visualization can be 
conducted on a laptop, simulations run on supercomputer.   
 
Need some familiarity with python, Mac or Linux, comfort learning and 
manipulating mathematical equations with vector calculus (fluid equations)

contact: bpbrown@colorado.edu

Team: Evan Anders, Baylee Bordwell, Ryan Diaz-Perez, Alicia Aarnio, 
           Katie Manduca, Tayler Quist
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